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ABOUT WIDE ANGLE TASMANIA
Wide Angle Tasmania is the state’s screen development organisation. Principally funded by Screen
Australia and Screen Tasmania, it is a not-for-profit organisation that nurtures local talent by providing
advice, training, access to film production equipment and production initiatives. WAT also offers
Tasmanian audiences a diverse programme of screenings.

OUR OBJECTIVES 2012

2013 - 2015 STRATEGIC PLAN

1. Motivate, excite and inform Tasmanians about
the cultural, creative and career opportunities
that exist within the screen sector.

We updated our strategic plan in 2012 to reflect the

2. Develop and foster the skills of Tasmanian
screen practitioners.
3. Provide access to resources and expertise to
promote professional development, peer
interaction, quality and innovation in screen
production.
4. Encourage and facilitate collaborative projects
with cultural and professional development
outcomes.
5. E n g a g e Ta s m a n i a n a u d i e n c e s t h ro u g h
presentation of screening programs.
6. Raise awareness of the role of Wide Angle
Tasmania in the screen industries.
7. Continue to build resources to ensure a
sustainable organisation.
8. Maintain a positive, effective and energetic
Board and employees.
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way we will to work with the Tasmanian screen
sector in the next 3 years.
You can view a copy online at:
www.wideangle.org.au/about-us

“Wide Angle offer a
service that has seen
the Tasmanian film
industry grow in a way
and time frame that just
wouldn't have been
possible if it were not
for their support both
from providing
workshops through to
equipment hire at
prices everyone can
afford.”
Membership survey 2012

WAT BOARD
Graham Gates - Chair
Jan 2005 - Present
Director of the Rosny College tv production course
Tony De Cesare GAICD - Deputy Chair
Jan 2005 - Present
Manager Tasmania, ABC Resources
Sharon Clark - Treasurer
December 2011 - Present
Assistant Manager at the Department of Broadband,
Communications & the Digital Economy
Sharon Connolly - Secretary & Public Officer!
Jan 2005 - Present
Media Consultant
Carolyn Frichot!
!
March 2009 - Present
Principle Consultant, Signal Hill

!

!

Dr Kate Nash! !
!
!
!
March 2010 - Present
Lecturer of Journalism, Media and Comm at UTAS
Kath Symmons !
2010 - present
Producer, Roar Film

!

Shaun Wilson! !
March 2012 - Present
Director, Blue Hat

!

!

!

!

Claire Jager! !
!
!
May 2012 - Present
Executive Producer, Electric Pictures

!

Our volunteer Board meets nine times each
year. Our regional and interstate members
skype or phone.

WAT STAFF
Abi Binning - General Manager!
.86 FTE - September 2010 - Present

!

Jo Collins - Office Administrator!
.34 FTE - Parental leave from Feb 2013

!

Rose Schramm - Office Administrator/Media!.
.17 FTE - April 208 - Feb 2012
Leuke Marriott - Office Administrator !!
.34 FTE October 2011 - April 2012. Casual
Jemma Gates - Office Administrator! !
.17 FTE - July 2006 - September 2012

!

PARTNERSHIPS & SPONSORSHIP
As a not-for-profit organisation WAT is financed through government funding and earned income from equipment hires
and training. Government funding comes from the Federal government via Screen Australia and the State government
through Screen Tasmania.

Partnerships enable Wide Angle to deliver a range of services and projects and we gratefully acknowledge the
generosity of all our supporters and in particular our major funders. In 2012 our partners and sponsors included:
Salamanca Arts Centre, Hobart City Council, Clarence Plains Council, Glenorchy City Council, Kingborough City Council,
Geeveston Environment Centre, State Cinema, Tas Regional Arts, Pozible, Australian Cinematographers Society (Tas),
CMAX, Village Cinemas, MONA Cinema, Youth Beyond Blue, National Youth Week, Alcorso Foundation, Kickstart Arts,
Digital City Studios, Betta Milk, Clemengers, Pro-Active Tax and Accounting, BOFA and MyState Film Festival.
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CHAIR’S
REPORT
2012 saw the final year of the first
tripartite, triennial agreement
between ourselves, Screen
Tasmania and Screen Australia.
The importance of that
agreement allowed us to plan
ahead and set targets that we
have more than reached each
year, over those three years.

Abi has worked hard in 2012,
driving WAT further forward and
steering successful negotiations
for a further tripartite triennial
agreement commencing in 2013,
I thank her for this and her
dedication to keeping WAT as a
central organisation supporting
emerging filmmakers statewide.

My sincere thanks to Screen
Tasmania who 10 years ago saw
the value in supporting a group
dedicated to a growing screen
culture, nurturing Tasmanian
talent and to Screen Australia for
their backbone of financial
support.

The success of Wide Angle
Tasmania is not only due to its
dedicated staff but also a strong
and supportive board giving their
time and expertise across many
disciplines and my eternal thanks
go to Sharon Connolly, Tony De
Cesare, Sharon Clark, Kath
Symmons, Kate Nash, Carolyn
Frichot, Shaun Wilson, Claire
Jager and our recent addition to
the board Molly Reynolds.

Recent negotiations have set in
place the next tripartite, triennial
agreement for 2013, 2014 and
2015 thus enabling WAT a
continued strong presence at the
forefront of Tasmania’s Screen
development.
2012 and the start of 2013 has
seen some losses in long-term
staff, and we have said goodbye
and thank you to Jemma who
was with us for over six years
and Rose who was with us for
four. We sincerely thank them for
their service to WAT and wish
them well in their future
endeavours.
At this stage I would like to thank
Jo and Leuke for their continued
service in 2012 and also wish Jo
a safe and carefree time on her
maternity leave in 2013.
As a
result of these staff changes I
welcome Dominique Hurley as a
new staff member to Wide Angle
Tasmania.
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2013 will see a lot of hard
working facing WAT as a central
component to the ever changing
face of film, television and the
new media in Australia, but I look
forward to this challenge with
added vigour knowing we have
the passion and dedication of
both staff and board to meet any
future industry developments.

Graham Gates
Chair Wide Angle Tasmania
March, 2013

GENERAL
MANAGER’S
REPORT
2012 was the final year of our triennial funding
between Screen Tasmania, Screen Australia and Wide
Angle Tasmania and provides an opportunity to reflect
on the growth of the organisation in this period.
In the past 3 years we have trained 1 827
Tasmanians.
We talk regularly with over 3 000 people interested in
screen through our social networks,
43 700 Tasmanians have watched films that we have
brought to the screen.
WAT has supported 59 local films through production
grants and offered more than $90 000 in subsidised
equipment hire during 2010-2012.
We have purchased more than $30 000 in prosumer
equipment.
WAT has consistently exceeded the key performance
indicators established in 2010 for production
initiatives, professional development opportunities,
screenings and industry partnership and networks.
Working with an extremely tight budget, we have
maintained a high level of service and in 2012 initiated
a series of programmes to expand our capacity to
service the sector. These have included:
• introducing an online crew and company database
to facilitate contact within the screen sector and
promote local skills and expertise
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• partnering with the State Cinema to offer local
filmmakers the opportunity to screen their short
films in a cinema environment
• expanded our range of customised training to the
community
• introduced a young filmmakers programme - in
2012 we trained more than 70 11-17 year olds.
Wide Angle Tasmania relies on the talent, generosity
and skill of our Board of Management, staff, the
screen industry and our volunteers. In 2013 we look
forward to continuing to focus on story across all
platforms and developing entrepreneurial skills in the
emerging sector.

Abi Binning
General Manager
March 2013

PRODUCTIONSUPPORT

Breeding in Captivity
was one of 45 local
productions supported
by WAT in 2012

$30 600 in subsidised equipment hire was provided to local screen practitioners
WAT’s strategy is to support filmmakers in a grass-roots, practical manner. Our staff have all worked
on screen projects and are well connected locally. They provide timely advice and referral to clients,
calling on our experienced filmmakers for specialist advice. WAT provides Tasmanian screen
practitioners with access to camera, sound, lighting and post-production equipment at subsidised
rates to assist them produce screen projects with high production values at minimal cost. WAT
production grants promote quality and innovation in local productions and fill a vital role as Tasmania
does not provide short film funding (except Raw Nerve) or funding for entry level/emerging filmmakers
for production. Our support extends to assisting practitioners with managing productions - our aim is
to develop a culture of working to best practice on set. WAT’s support of independent filmmakers and
their productions has been instrumental in their success.

A sample of local productions supported
Happiness Project - 37 short films were produced from all over the State with 983 participants - the films toured
across the state in 2012. Wide Angle partnered with Kickstart Arts on this project - providing advice, referral and
production support.
The Hut - Young filmmaker Sam Bell entered this film in MyState Student Film Festival and won the best film in
the Secondary category, the Technical Achievement Award from WAT and the People’s Choice Award.
Dog of a Job - David Pyefinch’s short received a production grant and was shortlisted for our Quickie at the State
competition to receive a colour grade and sound mix. It was later selected for Rottofest Comedy Festival.
Breeding in Captivity - This collaborative feature film led by Lucien Simon raised production funds via
crowdfunding and local sponsorship. WAT provided a significant level of production support, advice and
referral. They have recently secured production investment from Screen Tasmania.
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Raw Nerve 2012

“Participating in the
Raw Nerve initiative
has been one of the
most challenging
and rewarding
experiences of my
life.”!

Short Film Initiative

Raw Nerve is a national production
initiative of Screen Australia in
partnership with Screen Network,
delivered in Tasmania by Wide
Angle Tasmania.! ! Raw Nerve
provides new film talent with a

Raw Nerve 2012 participant

unique opportunity to develop high
quality short films on a microbudget.!
Each year, three filmmakers are
provided with technical support,
m e n t o r i n g f ro m e s t a b l i s h e d
filmmakers, insurances, access to
our production and post

Three first-time film directors were
production equipment, colour gratitude to Sharon Connolly, Roger
selected for Raw Nerve 2012 grade and sound mix to help Scholes and Karel Seger.
Clare Gray
(Knit One), Heidi
produce a 10 minute film.! $4 000
Douglas
(Little
Lamb) and Letitia
cash completes the production In 2012, 19 first-time directors
Lamb (The Lala Road).
budget.! Raw Nerve is a highly applied to WAT for Raw Nerve.
successful model for helping
e m e r g i n g fi l m m a k e r s g a i n a The applications were considered
foothold in this industry, with by WAT staff and a panel of industry
previous Raw Nervers’ films being professionals including Clare Jager
selected for prestigious festivals in (Electric Pictures), David Gurney
Australia and internationally.

The films were launched by the
Premier, the Hon. Lara Giddings to
an audience of over three hundred
guests at the Stanley Burbury

(Blue Rocket Productions) and Theatre in Hobart in November,
b o a r d m e m b e r a n d m e d i a 2012.

Industry practitioners mentored and consultant Sharon Connolly.
provided script advice to our Raw
Nerve filmmakers in 2012.
Our

Raw Nerve successes 2010-11
As the only short film funding and opportunity for uncredited
directors in Tasmania, this is a vital training ground for the
emerging sector. Generously supported by the industry and
broader community, 9 films were produced 2010-12. Collectively,
the 6 x 2010 & 2011 films have screened at 37 national and
international film festivals. Half of those directors have received
financial support from Screen Tasmania to date. 2010 Raw Nerver
Raw Nerve 2012 Launch
Chris Oliver (Screen Australia), the Premier, the
Hon. Lara Giddings, Letitia Lamb (director),
Heidi Douglas (director), absent - Clare Gray
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Rebecca Thomson is a stand-out example of how Raw Nerve
provides a career pathway to industry for the emerging sector.

The Lala Road

Written, Directed & Produced - Letitia Lamb
Chinese women face intense pressure to marry before
they are too old. !!Not to marry and not to bear children
is to disrespect family.! The stakes are especially high
for Cain, Zhang Linlin, Baozi and Ruyi.! They are lalas,
women who love women.! They want to love who they
choose and to be loved for who they are.! To be true to
their families, their culture and to themselves, they must
find a new way. It’s a road that may take them far from
China.
Festival screenings to date include:
The Melbourne Queer Film Festival, Melb, March 2013
Shorts Film Festival (Top 20), Adelaide, May 2013
St Kilda Film Festival, Melbourne, May 2013
Out Takes 2013, Auckland & Wellington NZ, June 2013

Little Lamb

Written, Directed & Produced - Heidi Douglas
1829. Louisa!is trapped in the living hell of a British
prison in faraway Van Diemen's Land. Longing for
her!freedom she ignores warnings about the dangers
that lie outside the prison walls where other women
have gone missing. Louisa willfully places herself in the
dominion of the mysterious and charismatic Mr Black,
hoping to be assigned as his servant.!But when Louisa
finds herself alone with this man on his isolated farm
she discovers a treacherous secret hidden away in this
wild land.

Knit One

Director - Clare Gray
Producer - Shaun Wilson & Clare Gray
Writer - Claire d’Este
Sadie's grief is transformed as she finds herself
released from the military order imposed by her
husband after his death and is finally able to let her
creativity explode, filling her house to bursting point
with knitting; however, even this does not fill the space
he left behind and she has one final thing to knit.
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EQUIPMENT HIRE
WAT provides Tasmanian screen practitioners with access to camera, sound, lighting and post-production
equipment. We subsidise equipment for emerging filmmakers working without a budget and to not-for profit
organisations.

• WAT hired 1 850 pieces of equipment (an increase of 14% on 2011 rates) to more than 193 individuals, community
groups and businesses statewide.
• This generated $23 000 in income (an 18% decrease on 2011 hire income).
• To deliver a balanced budget in 2012, no major equipment purchases were made.
WAT equipment is regularly serviced, maintained, tagged and tested. We review our price structure annually and
currently offer emerging, non-commercial and commercial clients access to:

Cameras & Support
2 x Sony PMW-EX1 HD kits
Canon Legria HV40 camcorder

Lights

Editing

Dedo 150W 3 light kit

17” 2011 Macbook Pro - with Final Cut

2 x Redhead 800W 3 light kit

X & Adobe CS6 Production Premium

GoPro’s HD Helmet HERO

35cm x 35cm LED light panel

15” 2008 Macbook Pro - FCP 6.0.5

10 x HD Mino Flip cameras

V-lock batteries

2 x 23” Apple Display Model

Canon 60D DSLR kit

3 x fluoro lamps

Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8 II lens

HMI 1500W light (5600K)

Projectors

Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8 IS II lens

Reflectors, holders & C stand

DLP Full HD projector

Canon prime lens kit (20, 35, 80mm)

150” 16:9 portable projector screen

Redrock DSLR Cinema Bundle

Sound

8" HD LCD MonitorDeluxe Kit

Sennheiser 416 & ME66 shotgun mics

DigiDolly V2 Kit

RODE NTG1, NTG3 shotgun mics

On-set

Pilot steadicam kit

5 x Sennheiser wireless mics G2/G3

Portable green screen

Steadicam smoothee

Azden 4 channel field mixer

Safety Unit kit

5 x Miller fluid head tripods

Sony PMC-D50 recorder

Catering Unit kit

2 x Sony ECM44B wired lapel

Wardrobe unit kit

Beachtek DZA-2T XLR
4 x boom poles
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Data projector

TRAINING&DEVELOPMENT
Workshops and Masterclasses

High Calibre Mentors and Tutors

28.5 days of training
316 students

Our courses, SAS & production initiatives provide

Seminars

students with exceptional access to highly credentialed
industry practitioners. Our tutors in 2012 included:

9 seminars delivered
327 people attended

Specialist Advisory Sessions
28 one-on-one sessions provided with industry experts

Sandi Sissel - (ASC) Seminar & SAS
Mel Cooper - Horror Film Make-up
Craig Dow-Sainter (Roar Film) - Industry Forum
Heather Oxenham (SBS) - Production Management
Karena Slaninka (Screen Tasmania) - Industry Forum
Bronwyn Kidd (Flickerfest) - Festival distribution
Jeff Gaunt - DSLR masterclass

We trained locals to tutor, providing valuable
employment opportunities to Tasmanians including Tom
Waugh (Intro to Shooting with DSLR), Lucien Simon
(Hothouse), Viv Mason (Continuity Basics), Leuke
Marriott (Hothouse & Flip Camera course), Mike Sampey
(Intro to Final Cut Pro), Rose Schramm (GeCo), Rob
Harrison (National Youth Week) & Craige Langworthy
(GeCo)

Karel Segers - POV and script editing
Anna Whitelaw (Pozible) - Let’s Talk About Crowdfunding
Michael Sampey - Introduction to Final Cut Pro
Di Drew (NIDA) Directing Actors
Mike Gissing - Location Sound & Post Production
Sharon Connolly - Raw Nerve Mentor/Script Editing
Roger Scholes - Raw Nerve Mentor

WAT is part of our local
and national screen
industry. We introduce
emerging practitioners to
their wider network.

Participants at the DSLR Masterclass
presented by Jeff Gaunt - in partnership
with the ACS Tasmania.
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WAT
TRAINING
2012
During 2012 we offered a range
of masterclasses, seminars and
workshops, delivering greater
opportunities than committed to in
our proposed programme.

Masterclass with Acclaimed
Cinematographer Sandi Sissel
WAT partnered with ACS (Tas) to
host a Q&A with acclaimed
cinematographer Sandi Sissel.
Dick Marks (OAM) led the session
that was free to members. Three
screen practitioners attended oneon-one sessions with Sandi. One
of these led to Sandi agreeing to
D O P f o r t h e p r a c t i t i o n e r ’s
documentary project.
Horror Film Make-up course –
Tutor Mel Cooper
In partnership with Stranger With
My Face Horror Film Festival, WAT

“As a college teacher
looking for professional
development WAT have
been invaluable,
providing excellent value
for money.”

WAT volunteers on-set of the Betta Milk
TVC produced by Clemengers - a great
chance for aspiring filmmakers to
experience a professional set.
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offered a 2 hour course in makeup for film techniques.
AIDC Industry Forum
An informal forum was held for
those unable to attend AIDC to
catch up on the trends and
sessions through discussion with
delegates including Craig DowS a i n t e r ( R o a r F i l m ) , K a re n a
Slaninka (Screen Tasmania) and
Abi Binning (WAT)
Finding an Audience for your
Short Film – Bronwyn Kidd
This free seminar assisted
practitioners to understand the
basics of film festival entry,
marketing strategies and
distribution possibilities for short
film, run by the Flickerfest festival
director.
Introduction to Final Cut Pro –
Tutor Michael Sampey
This course was offered over a
weekend during the first half of the
year.

DSLR Masterclass with Jeff Gaunt
WAT partnered with ACS (Tas) to offer a full day
masterclass with Jeff Gaunt, covering; getting the
most out of your DSLR (ie Canon 5D Mk.11), colour
profiling, grading, low & high end compositing,
shooting for special F/X, getting time lapse absolutely
right and working globally from your laptop.
POV Masterclass with Karel Segers
Over a full day, participants were taken through how
POV impacts audiences’ connection with character
and were taught techniques to strengthen POV in
screenplays.
Let’s Talk About Crowdfunding
In partnership with Pozible, WAT offered a free
seminar that explored crowdfunding as a finance
model and explained how crowdfunding could be
used to successfully fund creative projects. With 85
attendees, this was a terrific outcome for WAT in
terms of reaching and engaging with practitioners
across the arts.
Di Drew Intro to Directing Actors
Over a full day, 15 participants were guided through
the basics of directing actors by the Head of
Television an NIDA.
All activities were filmed for
participants to understand the impact on screen.
Emerging actors from Cooper Screen Academy were
used for the activities – directed by Di Drew.
Di Drew Directing Actors Masterclass
11 participants attended this full day course using
professional actors Guy Hooper and Fiona Stewart.
All activities were filmed for participants to understand
the impact on screen.

Winner of the Holding Redlich Pitch Comp Rebecca
Thomson at the Tasmanian final with David Gurney.

Pitch competition
In the lead-up to the competition, participants were
provided with feedback about their online
submissions for the pitch by the WAT staff. The
competition was very well attended and the judges
questions and feedback provided excellent
opportunities for professional development for both
the pitchers and the audience.
Our finalist was
Rebecca Thomson who was mentored by David
Gurney to prepare for the National Final at SPAA
fringe where she was selected as a finalist to attend
SPAA. Her prize consisted of support to attend SPAA
(travel and conference fee) plus entry to the emerging
producers scheme.
Rebecca won the Holding
Redlich Pitch and with it the opportunity to travel to
an international conference of her choice in 2013.
Intro to shooting video with DSLR
Our very popular course was delivered in
Launceston as part of the Industry day at the Breath

Continuity Basics
A new course offered by WAT that was well attended.
Our tutor was Viv Mason and it was a very useful tool
for skilling up those working on the Raw Nerve
productions.
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of Fresh Air Film Festival.
Location Sound & Post Production Masterclass
Mike Gissing ran a one-day workshop at his postproduction studio that was fully subscribed.

CUSTOMISED & REGIONAL
TRAINING
In 2012 we aimed to increase our
1 200 Hours
regional community reach and develop
an alternate revenue stream through We worked with young people through
Geeveston Environment Centre over 6
delivering customized training.
weeks - training them in interview
techniques and camera, lighting and
Film Hothouse 12 - 16 year olds
sound skills.
The young people
We partnered with Clarence City Council interviewed a range of politicians,
to train 15 x 12-15 year olds over 5 days educators and young people about the
during the September holidays. Actors issue of access to education in the Huon
from Cooper Screen Academy were Valley. The screening at the Palais Theatre
invited to audition and act in the student- in Franklin was well-attended and
scripted films. Two films were produced introduced a forum that included the
which were screened at the Rosny Village Premier Lara Giddings, Nick McKim and
Michael Ferguson, facilitated by ABC
Cinema.
presenter Leon Compton.

In 2012
we trained
over 70
young
filmmakers
14

National Youth Week filmmaking

Young Carers Workshop

During March we partnered with Hobart
City Council to deliver weekend filmmaking
workshops to 50 young people in 4
regional areas in Southern Tasmania. The
four films were screened during National
Youth Week to more than 200 students at
the Village Cinema in Hobart.

We delivered training to Young Carers
(aged 9-16) using Flip Cameras to tell their
stories. We also introduced them to basic
story-boarding and acting.

SCREENINGS
2 787 people attended 17 screenings - to watch
151 shorts and 1 feature film
Through our screening programme
we aim to motivate, excite and
inform Tasmanians about the
cultural, creative and career
opportunities that exist within the
screen sector.

WAT has screened over 151 short
films and 1 feature film during 17
screening sessions this year to
nearly 2 787 people (excluding
Tropfest). Of these, 119 were
fiction, 20 were documentaries, 12
music videos.
106 were from
Tasmanian filmmakers. 7 included
filmmaker Q&A sessions, including
Rolf de Heer - The King is Dead!
and Melanie Sanford presenting
Burmese student films.

WAT supported 8
festivals to screen a
diverse range of films
across the state to
more than 5 000
people
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We more than doubled our target
number of festivals to support this
year - providing Tasmanians with
access to a diverse range of
screenings (generally for free). Our
support of local festivals also
included mentoring and assisting
practitioners in the skills required
for managing large events (eg.
Rebecca Thomson and Briony
Kidd in the first year of Stranger
with my Face Film Festival).
Festivals supported include
Tropfest, World of Women Film
Festival, Breath of Fresh Air Film
Festival, Stranger with my Face
Horror Film Festival, Four8Film
Festival, Rottofest, MyState
Student Film Festival, ATOM and
Flickerfest.

36 000 Tasmanians have seen the 5 short films by emerging filmmakers in this
production initiative between Wide Angle Tasmania and the State Cinema

Quickie at the State
3 minute short film competition
In 2012 the State Cinema and Wide Angle Tasmania brought

All 13 entries to the competition screened at the official

shorts back to the big screen by offering filmmakers the

launch and award ceremony at the State Cinema on

chance to get their films seen by 36 000 movie-goers. We

Wednesday the 14th of March, 2012.

searched out Tasmania’s best films under 3 minutes to screen
before the main features at Hobart’s iconic independent State

Five films were selected for the State Cinema’s 2012

Cinema.

screening programme and won a free colour grade and
sound mix with our sponsor Digital City Studios to help their

To help filmmakers create their 3 minute short film, Wide

film look and sound terrific on the big screen.!They screened

Angle Tasmania offered production grants of $600 worth of

at the State Cinema prior to selected features throughout

equipment hire – enough to hire a professional camera,

2012:

sound kit and rig – to six filmmakers who apply for support to
get their idea made for this exciting competition.! These were

Finalists

awarded to:

Keep Off the Grass (dir. Leuke Marriott)
Hobart FM (dir. Vivien Mason)

Leuke Marriott - Keep Off the Grass

Dog of a job (dir. David Pyefinch)

Shaun Wilson - He's on the Back Seat

Laundry Days (dir. Lydia Burrows)

Richard Spurrier - A Dog of a Job
Shane Humpherys - You Have 3 Minutes

Winner

Sam Bell - Escape

He's On The Back Seat (dir. Shaun Wilson)

Jared Abdul-Rahman - Sting

Our major winner also won return flights, accommodation and
a ticket to the opening night of St Kilda Film Festival in May,
2012.

“Thankfully Wide Angle Tasmania and Digital City Studios were able to sponsor the film with a
professional sound mix and colour grade, allowing all our work to look and sound as good as possible.”
Viv Mason (director) blogging on ABC Open
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TREASURER’S REPORT
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Wide Angle Tasmania lnc
lndependent Audit Report to the members of Wide Angle Tasmania lnc
Report on the Financial Report

We have audited the accompanying financial report being a special purpose financial report, of
Wide Angle Tasmania lnc,'which-comprises the Statement of Financial Position as at 31
Decembei 2012,lhe Statement of Comprehensive lncome and statement of changes in equity
for the year then ended, notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory information, and the statement by members of the Committee'
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T 03 63231222
F 03 63231231
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Committee's Responsibility for the Financial Report
The Committee of the association is responsible for the preparation of the financial report and has determined
that the basis of preparation described in Note 1, is appropriate to meet the requirements of the Assocraflons
lncorporation Act Tasmania 1g64 and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members. The Committee's'
responsibility also includes such internal control as the Committee determines is necessaVto enable the
preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsi bility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with relevant ethical
requirements relating to audit engJgements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedrires selected depend on the auditor's judgement, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. ln making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal controi relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of
the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion-on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the'appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
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